NEW FEATURES DIRECTLY FROM THE MFP

User-friendly Quick Navigation Menu
Access Google Contacts
Create, scan-to and print-from Folders

Single Account Mode allows multiple users to access one Google account
Print daily, weekly, monthly, or custom range Calendars
View print files prior to printing
Full single sign-on experience

The increased mobility of today's workforce has made it imperative that users be able to quickly retrieve their information when and where it is needed. The KYOCERA Google Connector app brings this essential capability to the MFP. Now you can easily search for and print Google attachments and Google Calendars™ directly from any HyPAS-enabled MFP. When utilizing the new Quick Navigation Menu, users can view and scan to any Google Drive™ folder on the fly, making this solution as seamless as it gets.

Google has become synonymous with internet communication for many businesses. Google Services are highly sought after for their convenience, cost effectiveness, and easy integration - making them the go-to platforms for collaboration and cloud solutions. With the KYOCERA Google Connector app, your business can be productive by bringing Google access directly to your Kyocera MFPs.

HOW IT WORKS

› Login securely with your username and password or with the convenience of an HID card swipe
› Access your Google Drive, Gmail™, or Calendar accounts through the MFP’s interactive screen
› Easily scan-to or print-from Drive, send or print emails from Gmail, as well as view or print your Calendar

Kyocera is a leader in leveraging new technologies as they relate to its customers’ evolving document workflow needs. KYOCERA Google Connector is one more way we are transcending the traditional role of the MFP to reflect the ability for integrated workflow at the devices and with the services you use every day.